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Abstract- RPL is a proactive protocol based on a distance 

vector algorithm with robust routing capability but has 

baseline security features. These essential security 

properties can potentially make         RPL susceptible to a wide 

variety of attacks. An attacker may exploit the RPL 

routing scheme to perform   harmful and damaging effects 

over an IoT network. Therefore, routing security has 

turned into an essential concern for the safety of the IoT 

environment. Our paper concentrates on the analysis of 

safety risks in the RPL and potential attacks that might 

impact the IoT systems. Many routing attacks against RPL 

protocol have been investigated and simulated by 

performing A different attacks scenarios. To better 

understand how attacks operate in RPL, we     first surveyed 

the RPL protocol functioning. In addition, we also 

explored a set of routing      attacks against this kind of 

wireless sensors networks. Attacks will be simulated by 

using the Contiki/Cooja simulator. The obtained results 

after the simulations are thoroughly discussed, analyzed, 

and compared with other references. 
 

Keywords: Attacks, Contiki/Cooja, LLNs, Internet of 

Things (IoT), Routing Security, RPL. 
 

1. INTRODUCTION  

Today, millions of intelligent devices are used across a 

wide range of applications to enhance our work and living 

quality by conserving time and resources and providing 

new opportunities for growth and innovation. Addressing 

possible attacks against RPLs is a critical priority for 

enhancing the security of the upcoming Internet of Things 

systems [1, 2]. 

     With large-scale data production and exchange 

between IoT devices and restricted IoT security to 

safeguard data flow, it is getting easy for attackers to 

breach the data channels.  The IoT is evolving in many 

fields and continues to grow. Intelligent devices have 

advanced into almost all domains of life for humans [3].  

Manufacturing factories, businesses and the 

governments are embracing self-sustaining systems to 

improve the effectiveness, productivity and overall 

economic benefits. IoT involvement is spreading into 

many other areas, such as healthcare, energy, public 

health, education and security. Management, military, 

agriculture, logistics supply chain and smart cities, with the 

purpose of one intelligent world. Routing is now one of the 

most researched topic fields in the Internet of Things (IoT), 

as a result of the constraining characteristic of these smart 

devices [4]. 
 

 
 

Figure 1. IoT growing connected devices by the time [3] 

 

As compared to traditional Wireless sensor network 

(WSNs), Internet-connected IoT devices are reachable 

from anywhere, but this has the inconvenience of 

increasing the attack surface, both are vulnerable to 

external and internal attack threats to the network. The 

most common threats in LLNs, for example, are routing-

level attacks [5]. 

Our work aims to address and activate various routing 

attacks targeting the IoT networks. The goal is to test the 

performance of network parameters under attack scenarios 

and to highlight the impacted parameters with the 

development of appropriate prevention and detection 

countermeasures. 

 

 2. RELATED WORKS 

Before discussing our work, we would like to 

demonstrate what has been done in such studies on IoT 

routing attacks. In the following paragraphs, we have 

selected and reviewed many works that have strong 
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relationships with our work, where authors have studied 

IoT routing attacks and how they work and how these 

attacks compromise our IoT networks. 

Kumar, et al. in [6] investigated the possible impact of 

the Black hole attack on the communication of RPL nodes 

based on simulations. As expected, the attack affected 

many parameters, causing an increase in packet drop rate 

and latency as well as an escalation of control messages. 

The authors focused only on these parameters and did not 

evaluate network energy or radio capabilities. 

In [7], the authors implemented a Rank attack by 

placing a malicious node in the network, affecting the 

creation of DODAG. They assumed that the attacking node 

was already in the network and affected the nodes' security 

mechanism. They demonstrated that internal attacks are 

the most difficult to prevent and detect. 

In [8], Anthea, et al., surveyed and reviewed the attacks 

in the RPL IoT Protocol, where they classified the possible 

routing attacks against this protocol. They classified three 

main categories of attacks, against the resources, topology 

and data traffic, the risk management of these attacks has 

been addressed. In this work, the authors did not take us to 

a natural environment to test and simulate these attacks to 

get a clear picture of the harmful impact of these attacks 

against the IoT network. 

In [9], A. Stephen and L. Arickiam listed out various 

attacks against RPL protocol. They gave an overview of 

multiple attacks by providing a Literature review. They 

shared a summary of the attacks and the architecture 

design in the IoT routing protocols such as 6LoWPAN and 

RPL. they explained the challenges and the security issues. 

Still, they did not simulate the attacks, which motivated us 

to carry on and simulate various attacks in real-time. 

As a result of all these studies and surveys on RPL 

attacks, some authors did not simulate any routing attacks, 

and others simulated only one or two attacks. Thus, based 

on these previous works, we propose a new study to 

examine and analyze the performance of RPL under various 

attacks. This new study will implement five different 

attacks against the RPL protocol, both direct and indirect 

attacks, focusing on indicators of compromise, such as 

packet loss, power consumption, radio listen/transmit and 

other parameters. 

 

3. RPL OVERVIEW 

RPL is the routing protocol of IoT devices. It is the 

standard network routing protocol offered for LLNs QoS 

[10, 11, 12], It is applied to smart devices and objects with 

limited computing specifications. It can handle three kinds 

of behavior: point-to-multipoint, point-to-point, and 

multipoint-to-point topology. and it is listed in RFC 

because of its ability to provide efficient routing scalability 

and QoS. 

 

3.1. RPL DODAG  

The RPL relies on the formation of DODAG to arrange 

the object inside the network. It forms a directed acyclic 

graph [13].  

It is called DAGs, the DAG composed of many 

interconnected nodes in which there is a node called the 

root. Inside the DAG resides one or more destination-

oriented DAGs (DODAGs) [14, 15].  

To   allow multiple applications to operate together but 

separately within the network, multiple RPL instances can 

coincide within a DAG. In an RPL instance, we can find 

one or more DODAGs, and the DODAGS in the same 

instance share the same ID [14]. Figure 2 illustrates a DAG 

consisting of two RPL instances and three DODAGs. 

 

   

Figure 2. RPL DODAG instances [8] 

 
 

 
Figure 3. RPL ICMPv6 control messages [9] 

 

The RPL protocol is composed of three separate kinds 

of messages (ICMPv6 type) which are described as: 

- (DIO) DODAG Information Object: The root of the 

DODAG is the first node in the DODAG, and the node 

with rank set to one, it transmits a DIO message all nodes 

to build a new DODAG tree. The structure of the DIO 

message holds all the network related details that enable 

any node to identify an RPL instance, select a parent 

DODAG set, obtain its setup settings, and eventually 

construct the DODAG [16]. 

- (DAO) Destination Announcement Object: As the 

DODAG is built, every node in the DODAG forwards this 

message information to spread and provide a node rank 

and routing table information to its preceding nodes that 

carry the downstream traffic (traffic to the egress nodes) 

[16]. 

- (DIS) DODAG Information Request: Any node triggers 

such messages to send DIO messages to that node, and then 

only if that node has not received a proper DIO message 

for a long time [16].  
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Most routing protocols typically broadcast control 

messages at a constant rate, resulting in wasting energy for 

the network, Hence, the RPL protocol applies the Trickle 

algorithm to control sending rate of DIO messages of [16].  

Control messages will            be outstanding in a network with 

stable links, but control messages will be sent more often in 

situations where the topology changes repetitively. 

 

4. ATTACKS STUDY: RESULTS          AND ANALYSIS 

 

 4.1. Contiki OS (Network Reference) 

Cooja is the acronym for Contiki OS Java Simulator. 

This simulator allows the emulation of different nodes on 

which the Contiki operating system and applications are 

loaded. 

This tool enables applications to be tested at a low cost 

before being loaded into the flash memory or the flash 

memory of absolute sensors.  

Contiki is a flexible, lightweight OS for networked 

miniature sensors. In recent years, the scientific world has 

paid significant attention to wireless sensor networks. The 

miniaturization of sensors and their relatively low cost 

makes it possible to imagine a wide range of applications 

in the scientific, military, industrial, and home automation 

fields. To facilitate the development of these applications 

Cooja is a multi-tasking, fully open-source, extremely 

wearable OS for embedded networked systems and 

wireless sensor networks with low memory consumption 

[17]. 

 

 4.2. Methodology Used 

    This subsection outlines the proposed methodology to 

investigate the impact of energy consumption, packets 

lost, and radio consumption incurred by attacks against 

WSNs employing RPL as a routing protocol. Furthermore, 

it can be used in turn to analyze possible solutions and 

countermeasures against the examined attacks. The 

following approach will be explained through various 

phases to achieve the goals and objectives described. The 

framework is already chosen and explained before (Cooja 

simulator), all phases are described in above graph. 
 

 
Figure 4. Our Methodology used for our work 

4.3. Simulation of Normal Topology without Attack 

 

4.3.1. Description 

This simulation is going to be our reference that we will 

compare to other simulations with attacks. All the 

simulations that we will work on are designed to be as 

realistic as possible. We have used the Contiki/Cooja 

simulator in an area of 100100 meters with a random 

distribution of nodes, the configuration of the Normal 

simulation without attacks and the location of the nodes is 

described in the following graph in the Figure 5 and the 

Table 1. The Table 1 describes the details of our baseline 

simulation. 

 

 
 

Figure 5. Topology of normal simulation under Cooja simulator 

 
Table 1. configurations parameters for the normal simulation 

 

Parameters Values 

Node type SKY Mote 

Os Version Contiki 2.7 

Protocol RPL 

Radio Medium 
Unit Disk Graph 

Medium: distance loss 

Objective Function MRHOF 

Tx Range 50 m/100 m 

Interface Range 50 m/100 m 

Simulation Area 100 m  100 m 

MTU Size 1280 Byte 

Simulation Duration 30 minutes 

Sender Nodes 15 

Sink Node 1 

Repetitions 3 

 

4.3.1.1. Objective 

The objective is to provide the baseline data without 

attack in order to compare the results of other attack 

simulations in terms of power, traffic data and lost packets, 

and other parameters. After the basic reference network is 

in place, it will be possible to collect the necessary data to 

serve as the basis for the study. The following sections 

describe the impact of performing several routing attacks 

using a malicious node in normal topology and launching 

attacks. As we will see later, the malicious node will 

maintain the exact same position in the experiment area. 

 

4.3.1.2. Results and Analysis 

As previously stated, all the results we have got during 

the standard simulation without attacks are correct and our 

reference for the expected behavior of the nodes. Therefore, 
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it can be used as a reference to compare the results of other 

simulations. 

As observed in the following graphs in the Figures   6, 

7 and 8, there are no affected parameters, the average 

power consumption for all the nodes is around the mean 

1.074 mw, the radio listen/transmit is also in the norms and 

the lost packets for our baseline simulations after five 

repetitions for 30 minutes are zero, with zero reboots. 

These results will be used as our baseline data: 

 

 
 

Figure 6. Graphical view of nodes power consumption 

      

Also, the consumption of radio-listening and radio- 

transmitting is stable, the rates are regular, the average 

radio cycle duty is between 1.1% and 1.4%, radio-listening 

is logically higher than radio- transmitting because the 

nodes during the formation of the DODAG receive various 

control messages as we can notice in the following graph in 

the Figure 7 and for the packet loss parameter, the result is 

positive. We did not drop any packets, during the     

simulation. 

 

4.4. Attacks Implementations  

In our work, we tested five different attacks: 

In the following sections, a description, objective, and 

the impact of the attacks will be detailed. 

For this research, the malicious node will always be 

situated at the same position, except when we want to prove 

the damage inflicted by the attacker's location. The map of 

the network with the malicious node (Node ID: 16) is 

shown below (Figure 9). 

 

 
 

Figure 7. Graphical view of nodes radio consumption 

         

 
 

Figure 8. Graphical view of nodes lost packets 

 

 
 

Figure 9. Position of the malicious node 

 

4.4.1. DIS Attack 

 

4.4.1.1. Description 

In this attack, the flooding attack will be launched 

against the IoT nodes. The flooding attack is a denial- of-

service attack as it attempts to make the nodes and links 

unavailable by generating massive traffic. The attacking 

node will cause other nodes to lose energy, have latency 

and lose packets, thus this type of attack is perilous as long 

as the objective of is to disrupt the service and disable 

neighboring nodes and the service in general [18]. 

 

4.4.1.2. Results and Analysis 

Based on the below graphs in the Figures 10, 11 and 

12, it can be concluded that there is an overall increase in 

total energy consumption as occurred during the DIS 

attack. After launching the DIS attack, we can observe that 

the neighbor's nodes to the malicious node are affected, the 

energy of some nodes exceeded 45 mw, radio listening, and 

transmission cycle and also increased, and 51 packets lost 

during 30 minutes by all nodes. The effects of the DIS 

attack are relative as long as the neighboring nodes to the 

malicious nodes are the most affected, specifically the nodes 

in the radio range of the attacker node. With this scenario, 

we proved that if the nodes are close to the attacker node, 

their consumption rates of energy, radio, and packet loss 

will increase. 
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Figure 10. Power consumption during DIS attack 

 

 
      

Figure 11. Radio consumption during DIS attack 

 

 
     

  Figure 12. Lost packets during DIS attack 

 

4.4.2. Version Number Attack 

 

4.4.2.1. Description 

       This type of attack continues to send a higher version 

of DODAG every time, and this behavior will cause the 

IoT network topology to be restarted, the DODAG tree 

will trickle another topology formation, and it can cause 

instability in the nodes' topology and further wasting 

energy as long as the IoT devices are energy constrained 

devices [19]. The purpose of this simulation is to analyse 

the impact caused by this attack when the child nodes 

periodically receive DIO messages with a higher version 

and to further demonstrate the effects on energy 

consumption, radio and data traffic. In addition, a solution 

can be proposed to shut down or mitigate this attack [20]. 

It can cause instability in the nodes' topology and 

further wasting energy as long as the IoT devices are 

energy constrained devices [19]. The purpose of this 

simulation is to analyse the impact caused by this attack 

when the child nodes periodically receive DIO messages 

with a higher version and to further demonstrate the effects 

on energy consumption, radio and data traffic. In addition, 

a solution can be proposed to shut down or mitigate this 

attack. 

 

4.4.2.2. Results and Analysis 

Same as the previous attack, the power is increased 

during this attack. If we keep launching this attack for a 

long time, the energy will drain until we lose the devices. 

The radio consumption also increased among the nodes as 

we can observe in Figure 14. There are a lost packet, we 

lost 4 packets during version number attack. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 13. Graphical view of the power consumption during Version 

number attack 

 

 
 

Figure 14. Graphical view of the radio consumption during Version 

number attack 

 

The version attack attempts to release a higher version 

number of the DODAG to cause inconsistencies in the 

network. Due to the version number differences, RPL 

triggers a global repair to create a new DODAG. As we 

can see in the below graphs in the Figure3 13, 14 and 15, 

we have a traffic overload and increased energy 

consumption of the nodes, Radio listens, and transmit and 

packets lost. 
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We can see that all power metrics have been rising. 

Because of version attacks triggering full scale repairs, the 

amount of time nodes stays active increases from the 

original performance. 
 

 
 

Figure 15. Lost packets during version number attack 

 

4.4.3. Black Hole Attack 

 

4.4.3.1. Description 

The primary objective of a black hole attack is to 

launch a denial of service to the leaf nodes. The malicious 

node in this situation absorbs all the control messages 

received from the other nodes in the network. This can 

cause a perturbation to the network. The nodes should 

communicate adequately to form a legal DODAG without 

issues [21]. In addition, when launching a black hole 

attack, the malicious node does not generate any control 

messages. This can isolate some nodes from the network. 

We explained the impact of this attack on the high packet 

loss rate, control, route traffic overhead, also energy 

consumption of the nodes. 

 

4.4.3.2. Results 

As we can notice in the results we got, that there is a 

high packet drop rate and high control and route traffic 

overhead, the power, and radio consumption is increased 

for all nodes, this can cause a drain energy from 

surrounding nodes as same for the radio listen and 

transmit, we also lost four packets during the presented 

simulation, due to the malicious nodes are spreading black 

hole attacks, which drains the limited resources of IoT 

nodes. Network latency increases and node ranks are 

changed, disrupting the network topology and stability, in 

addition, the rank alteration forces nodes to recalculate 

their ranks. As we can see in the following graphs in the 

Figures 16, 17 and 18. 

 

4.4.4. DIO Flood Attack 

 

4.4.4.1. Description 

The goal of DIO Flood attack is to send a vast amount of 

DIO messages to the malicious node's neighbors to drain all 

of its internal resources by attempting to serve the fake 

traffic so that it cannot handle any legitimate incoming 

service requests, this simulation aims to show the impact of 

the flood attacks, not only with DIS messages but also with 

DIO messages.  

 

 
 

Figure 16. Graphical view of power consumption during black hole 

attack 

 

 
 

Figure 17. Radio consumption during black hole attack 

 

 
 

Figure 18. Lost packets during black hole attack 

 

4.4.4.2. Results  

Figures 20, 21, 22 and 23 are extracted from the Cooja 

simulator show that the most impacted parameters during 

this attack are the power conception, radio listens, and 

transmit. Because it's a flood attack, we also noticed a 

packet delay and latency in the network, the malicious 

node keeps sending a massive amount of DIO messages to 

the child nodes causing them a drain in the term of energy 

and radio. 
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Figure 19. The malicious node flooding the neighboring nodes with 

DIO messages 

 

 
    

Figure 20. Graphical view of power consumption during DIO flood 

attack 

 

 
   

 Figure 21. Graphical view of radio consumption during DIO flood 

attack 

 

And as we can observe in the DODAG map above, 

some nodes (ID: 4,10 and 9) were unable to join the 

network due to the massive number of DIO messages 

transmitted by the malicious node, resulting in latency and 

response issues for the simulator and the collect view 

function, even though we repeated the simulation many 

times and even for an hour, we can say that the DIO 

flooding attack causes many problems to the network, such 

as the enormous number of packets, energy consumption, 

and latency. 

 
 

Figure 22. Graphical view of lost packets during DIO flood attack 

 

 
 

Figure 23. DODAG map formation during DIO flood attack 

 

4.4.5. DAO Attack 
 

4.4.5.1 Description 

Relies on DAO messages to establish downlink routes 

for bidirectional communication. The RPL requirement 

does not specify when and how often DAOs are forwarded. 

Thus, this routing mechanism can be abused by a 

malicious node that regularly forwards a large number of 

DAO messages to its parent and so on until they reach the 

root of the DODAG (Direction-Oriented Directed Acyclic 

Graph) [22]. This eventually has a detrimental impact on the 

efficiency of the network in terms of energy consumption, 

latency, and availability, the goal of our simulation is to 

shows how this behavior can negatively affect network 

performance, increase energy consumption, latency, and 

reduce reliability. 
 

4.4.5.2. Results 

The restructuring operations performed by DAO 

Attack potentially cause significant overhead in terms of 

energy and radio consumption for all the nodes in the 

network like we can notice in the following graphical 

views in the Figures 24 and 25. 
 

4.5. Comparison of Attacks Based on Affected 

Parameters 

      In this section, we compared the impact of the different 

attacks to identify which ones significantly affect the 

network resources, we present the following graphical 

views in the Figures 26, 27 and 28, that clearly show the 

effect of each attack on the most impacted metrics during 

the simulations.  
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Figure 24. Graphical view of power consumption during DAO attack 

 

 
        

 Figure 25. Graphical view of radio consumption during DAO attack 

 

 
    Figure 26. Average power consumption of the five attacks 

 

The Figure 27 is a comparison of the packet loss. 

Packet loss is a highly critical factor. Whenever we lose a 

packet during a simulation, it can affect the whole network. 

The more packets we lose, the greater our network 

resources will be exhausted. We can use it as an indicator 

of compromise. For the five studied attacks. We also 

compared the average duty cycle of radio listening and 

transmission of the nodes affected by the different routing 

attacks implemented. The            following graph (Figure 28) 

facilitates and clearly demonstrates how much the nodes 

are being affected by these      attacks, in some attacks, the 

radio listening is boosted due to the nodes receiving a large 

amount of control messages and other attacks, we can see 

that the radio transmitter is higher because the nodes are 

transmitting and flooding other nodes, thus consuming a 

lot of energy. 

 
 

Figure 27. Comparison of the total lost packets 

 

 
 

Figure 28. Average radio consumption of the five attacks 

   
Finally, we can conclude that our work focused on the 

most impacted parameters. After all these analyses, the 

most impacted parameters when we launch an attack 

against an IoT network are the power drain, radio listens 

and transmits, and the impacted data traffic like latency 

and packet loss. It will be helpful and easy to monitor IoT 

devices when these parameters are touched. These results 

can be used to build a detection mechanism in future work. 
 

5. CONCLUSION 

In our work, we implemented multiple direct and 

indirect attacks in RPL/6LoWPAN routing protocol. RPL 

is the standards routing protocol for the internet of things. 

With the enormous connected numbers today, the need for 

security is in high demand. The IoT network is connecting 

billions of devices and generating massive heterogeneous 

data. In our work, we showed how these attacks operate 

and proved their impact on performance metrics. We 

compared the effect to the standard simulation. Therefore, 

it is our baseline reference, thus performing a full range of 

analyses of attacked components of network (resources, 

topology, and related data streams) in various situations.  

We reviewed the results obtained to help define which 

parameters should be tracked or referenced for the applied 

attacks. We will use both sets of results and identified 

indicators of compromise detailed in this paper regarding 

our future work. We work on a system architecture where 

we will be based on artificial intelligence in order to detect, 

prevent and determine suitable countermeasures for these 

attacks. 
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